
Aircraft Cleaning and Corrosion Prevention 
Salt, chemicals and environmental fallout are acknowledged causes of corrosion in all aircraft; at 
least, the aluminum variety like ours. We're fortunate to have Birddogs that were zinc-chromated at 
the factory. For other Cessnas, zinc chromate was an extra cost option – if available at all. But all 
of our government-contracted Birddogs and their airframe parts were fully-chromated before and 
during assembly. Most (but not all) factory replacement parts also received a healthy dose of 
chromate. An intact chromate coating is the best single preventative against corrosion. 

But repairs, vibration-caused movement and "working" of skins at lap seams and on bulkheads, 
stringers and formers can wear away the chromate, leaving unprotected surfaces and bare edges 
on skins and extrusions. While the pure aluminum coating of an Alclad skin is corrosion-resistant, 
that very thin coating can be worn away as well. Until proven otherwise, it's safest to assume that 
your Birddog's lap seams and skin-to-structure points of contact are susceptible to corrosion.  

If you live near the ocean, you're already aware of the near-instant damage that can result from 
salt air. Magic potions are available to prevent or slow environmental corrosion: ACF-50, 
Corrosion-X and Boeshield T-9 among them. T-9 is the latest version of the Boeing-developed 
product. As a level-lander in fly-over country, I hate those products. Several of the planes that I 
rebuilt over the years had those products fogged in wings, fuselages and control surfaces. 
Constant weeping of that oily <*^# from lap seams makes it nearly impossible to keep the aircraft 
dirt-free or cleanly repaint it. But I understand it's a necessary evil. In my experience, Boeshield 
with its higher waxes content remains in place better than others. 

Regardless of where you base and operate your aircraft, you MUST be obsessively careful in your 
selection of cleaning chemicals. Cleaners that contain sodium hydroxide, ammonia or any of a 
number of other aggressive chemicals can foster corrosion. Terribly corrosive cleaners are used all 
too often - and sometimes by owner-operators or mechanics whom I otherwise respect. None of us 
are immune from the occasional bad judgement. A recent post on one of the forums that I monitor 
for E-series engine and general maintenance info ( www.BeechTalk.com/ ) described an owner's 
use of oven cleaner (!!!) to remove exhaust smudge from the belly of his plane. In the explosion of 
responses were reminders that any product that contains sodium hydroxide, acids or caustics must 
not be used on aluminum or on an aircraft's painted surfaces. Others described their use of toilet 
bowl cleaners (No!), caustic stainless steel cleaners (No!) or outdoor grill cleaners, bargain 
cleaners with no contents labeling, 409, or even Original Simple Green (No!, No!, No! and No!). 
Original Simple Green is highly corrosive to aluminum. Only Simple Green Extreme - sometimes 
referred to as "Simple Green Aviation" - is formulated to be safe on aluminum. 

For those who are subscribers to The Aviation Consumer (www.aviationconsumer.com - search 
the site for "degreasers"), you'll find extensive test results of cleaners with each product's corrosion 
testing detailed as well.  

In short, use products that have been developed specifically for use on aluminum and are clearly 
labeled as non-corrosive. A content list that includes the word "hydroxide" or "acid" is disqualifying. 
Fine-print warnings against a product's use on aluminum, faucets, shower enclosures, stainless 
steel or warnings against its use with any other cleaner (that means it's reactive) is an immediate 
disqualification! A few more dollars wisely spent now can result in many thousands of dollars saved 
in repairs. And it can put many more dollars in your pocket at aircraft sale time.  Be Smart! 
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Bad Stuff! 

Cleaners with chemicals and components that have been proven to corrode aluminum... 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 



 
 
 

 
 


